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Abstract: The issue of dynamic assignment of users to servers is studied widely but the proposed system substantiates the
solution for this problem. The system of Dynamic Assignment of users to servers in social networking like application will
resolve the extra load that the servers handling currently. The distributed algorithm which will be used in this system will
also contain node failure policy and acknowledgement policy which will be very useful for optimal assignment of users. This
will leads to the proposed system which can adopt the future dynamics. Along with previously mentioned features, we provide
some major security features in terms of Authentication, which will consists Personal data feedback as 2nd level security. In
this way the proposed system will bound to give the results which will handle the overload of different distributed servers and
provide two level Authentication system which will give more convenience to the users as well as to the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Online Social Network (OSN) like Facebook, Twitter runs the largest social networking platform that serves hundreds of
millions users at peak times using tens of thousands of servers located in many data centers around the world. There are strict
operational requirements on Online Social Network (OSN) platform in terms of performance, reliability and efficiency, and to
support continuous growth the platform needs to be highly scalable. For any Online Social Network (OSN) each user profile
and its data are stored at its primary servers. the two designated servers Su and Sv communicate with each other on behalf of
their users.
This indirect communication architecture enables rich application functionalities that is often difficult otherwise. This
indirect communication architecture requires additional resources for handling the inter-communication among servers. In what
follows, we will elaborate more on the user server assignment problem.
In many large scale systems, the problem of client-server assignment with a specific objective of reducing the total load
while maintaining a good load balance among the servers is crucial. We assume the load at the servers is due mainly to handling
messages/information passing among users.
We have some observations in Online Social Network (OSN).
1) The amount of load generated by messages exchanged between two users assigned to the same server will be less than
that of when the users are assigned to different servers. This is because of local communication incurred less load than
non-local communications.
2) One cannot assign all users to one server, when he/her do so this server might be overloaded, resulting in degraded
performance. Also, from the robustness perspective, this assignment is prone to bottleneck failures.
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3) It is beneficial to assign two users that exchange messages with each other often to the same server in order to
minimize the overall communication load. On the other hand, because of the load balance consideration, two users that
rarely exchange messages with each other should be assigned to two different servers.
One distributed algorithm is required to achieve optimal assignment of users to distributed servers in Online social

networking (OSN) application, so that this algorithm can run on multiple servers at a time exploit local information at every
server during their search for the optimal assignment[1][2]. The exploit of information basically required when the servers
exchange and update information about their loads iteratively among themselves.
II. RELATED WORK
The solution for dynamic assignment of users to distributed servers in Online Social networking applications is need to be
tempered with some security features. Generally client server assignment problem is compare with k-way graph partitioning
problem. In that G=(V,E) V is vertices and E is edges, whereas V nodes should be portioned with k subset such that weight of
each server( node) must be balanced.
This problem is NP Hard and any existing way is not giving exact solution, so here we tried to focus on balancing the
weights on different distributed servers with node failure policy. The graph node partitioning problem studied in many areas
such as VLSI (very large scale integration) and many heuristic algorithms was developed like Kerninghan-Lin Algorithm[5].
There are many approaches used like simulated annealing[6][7][8], genetic algorithm[9], community structure based
method[10]. These all methods is used to exploit structure specific to certain application. Many existing applications are also
focusing on inter server message flow to reduce load on cluster. While considering quality of elements at each cluster some
algorithms does not consider effect of edge cuts on weight of element(node). While referring different algorithmic solutions.
They work on task scheduling and graph partitioning but focuses on size of each partition at the time of managing weights of
edge cut.
Our algorithmic solution emphases through distributed algorithm execution for distribution of load at server which are
affected by inter-server communication. There is no existing algorithm which balances load on distributed servers with
minimum inter-server communication. This proposed algorithmic solution is substantiated with node failure and
acknowledgement policy.
There are some existing online Social Network Database applications like Cassandra, but with all accumulated features our
work mostly matches with Nishida & Nguyen in Some Context.
III. WORKING SCHEME
The proposed algorithm is supposed to work in distributed environment so that servers can share information of allocation of
users iteratively. There are two major approaches in optimal user assignment, first is iterative and another can be considered as
concurrent. Iterative algorithmic approach can be more beneficial for sharing summarized data. Servers can also exchange their
user At each iteration, based on the exchanged information. Pair of servers then decide to move their users in between
appropriately. each server must update information about its assigned users and their immediate neighbors only.
Following factors are taken into consideration for distributed algorithm
1) What information is to be computed and kept at the servers?
2) What information is to be exchanged among the servers?
3) At every time step, how to decide which pairs of servers are involved in moving their users?
4) Within this chosen pair of servers, which users are to be moved?
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The performance of Centralized Simulated Annealing (CSA) algorithm is used as a baseline for evaluating distributed

algorithms. The CSA algorithm is based on the simulated annealing (SA) framework is highly effective in solving many large
scale combinatorial optimization problems. The CSA algorithm is a type of stochastic greedy search in which the probability of
searching in the next configuration is based on the objective value at the current and the next configuration.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an iterative algorithm for optimal user assignment to distributed servers. The different
interconnected servers shares summarized data for exchange of users. After exchange of users servers also exchange their
adjacent nodes. Inter-server communication is basically targeted in proposed algorithm to balance the load of all servers. This
algorithmic solution is substantiated with node failure and acknowledgement policy.
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